In School Guidelines - Transportation

Transportation provides unique challenges for social distancing - parents and staff will need to work together to ensure a safe environment for riding the bus.

- Parents must provide guidance to their children on appropriate social distancing at bus stops.
- Students are expected to wear masks while on the bus - with the exception of students with documented medical or sensory conditions that would be adversely impacted by wearing a mask.
- Students will use hand sanitizer upon entering and exiting the bus.
- Students will be given an assigned seat. Students must sit in that assigned seat.
- Siblings and those sharing a household will be seated together.
- Students should allow appropriate distance between each other when entering and exiting the bus.
- Seats will be wiped down between routes.
- Windows will be open when the weather permits.
- Misconduct on the bus will result in disciplinary action that may include suspension from the bus.

These guidelines may change depending on local, state, or federal recommendations.